Why give Architectural Digest to a
homeless reader?
●
●

●
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We know that literacy ends poverty of the pocket, mind, and spirit.
Freedom, independence, and prosperity depend on literacy.
The Annie E. Casey Foundation says there are over 18 million U.S.
kids in poverty. The U.S.Dept. of Education reports there are over 1
million homeless students. Reading is Fundamental says that
two-thirds of children in poverty have no books at home – zero.
Researchers have found that poor infants hear 30 million fewer
words when their brains are developing for life.
According to the National Institute of Literacy, 32 million adults and
1 in 5 high school graduates in the U.S. can't read. A child unable to
read is a child lost. Adults unable to read were once children who
didn’t learn how.

With titles for every reading level, interest, and
language, magazines are the most powerful literacy
engines on the planet.

MagLiteracy.org
Reading is where it all begins.

Who, what, where, when?
Consumers are wildly enthusiastic about reading and sharing the magazines
they love. Our mission is to build the most powerful literacy marketplace on earth,
by tapping the enormous potential of magazines, and by engaging every
stakeholder in the magazine supply chain to share the joy and the love and the
incredible power of reading magazines, with at-risk readers.
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We supply hundreds of thousands of magazines via food banks serving hundreds of agencies.
We deploy literacy newsstands to food pantries and homeless shelters.
We supply culinary magazines to homeless and unemployed in chef job training programs.
We supply magazines to youth mentoring programs to foster bonds around common interests.
We send magazines to comfort and empower women and children in domestic abuse shelters.

iMAGine what’s Possible. Consumers are more likely to buy a magazine for
themselves if they know that magazine has a second life in literacy. A consumer who gifts a
magazine is more likely to renew that gift year after year when they know it is going to a
mom and a child in a domestic abuse shelter or to other at-risk readers.

MagLiteracy.org
Reading is where it all begins.

How we do literacy?
●
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Publishers love to create readers for good. Consumers love to share their deep enthusiasm for favorite media.
Like a food bank feeding the mind, our task is to manage the partnerships and logistics that deliver the desired
magazines from where they are to literacy programs, and into the hands, homes, and hearts of eager readers.
Consumers and businesses buy bulk copies and subscriptions for at-risk readers fueled by circulation promotions.
Consumers buy newsstand and POS magazines,and then read, recycle, or donate them for literacy.
Consumers and businesses recycle magazines from home, work, and school.
Publishers recycle back issues for literacy, tell our stories, print PSA display ads, and partner on gift promotions.
Grassroots volunteer teams find literacy needs in their communities, raise funds, and deliver magazines to meet
literacy needs via our online literacy marketplace and literacy newsstands.
We have accomplished so much, but have so many more readers to reach - join us!

MagLiteracy.org
Reading is where it all begins.

